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ABSTRACT
The corona pandemic that has forced the entire world to genuflect, albeit a medical condition, has other challenges to offer-cerebral, legal and fiscal. With the world being trapped in an entirely unlooked-for situation, original paranoia was but natural. But now that the dust has begun to settle, numerous issues have cropped up that bear concern and trouble. Primary among these issues are the cerebral and legal problems that have strained in into society. Millions the world over are seized by the contamination and lakhs have succumbed. In India, over 60,000 are affected and over 2200 have breathed their last due to this disaster that has taken the proportions of an epidemic. But, these are only physical data. The impacts of this epidemic go well beyond. Let us concentrate our study on the Indian scenario. The curfew declared to limit the spread of the contamination swelled into a civil lockdown for over 50 days now, encompassing indeed inter-quarter trip restrictions. The fallout of this situation-devastated businesses, fiscal losses, retrenchment of jobs, extreme fiscal pressure which has led to an increase in domestic violence, nervous breakdowns and a general feeling of depression. With the examinations being laid over or indeed cancelled, the pupil fraternity is put to an unknown cerebral test of gargantuan proportions. In fact, from planning a career abroad, the pupil community is now seized with a fear of going abroad, even to this day. Really, faced with a challenging extremity, the nation may anticipate a spiralling crime rate. And this situation persists to date. Optimists did see a positive fallout of this lockdown on the environmental front. With lower energies being used, the air is purer. With artificial backwaters checked, the gutters are cleaner. The aims have benefitted from a nowhere - seen- before freedom to enjoy open spaces. But to judge this as a boon would be a panglossian conclusion. Remedies for all being and anticipated cerebral and legal issues must be in place before matters complicate. This study shall attempt to assess the cerebral and legal problems associated to date with such a prolonged lockdown and consider possible results to the problem.
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Objectives- The study attempts to understand the ruinous goods that the epidemic has had on the psyche of the common man as well as some positive fallouts of the situation. It also attempts to find out some measures to deal with the situation.

Methodology- The study is analytical and relies on secondary data from a variety of sources. Preface. We start with three shocking incidents-
Incident 1- A 29- time-old woman, occupant of Worli in Mumbai, committed self-murder by hanging herself inside the restroom of Nair Hospital, after testing positive for Covid- 19.
Incident 2- A 52- time-old man in Uttar Pradesh’s Banda quarter hanged himself from a tree on the outskirts of Jaari village, after he failed to get any labour to gather his wheat crop.
Incident 3- A 30- time-old member of Tabligh Jamaat committed self-murder inside the restroom of a sanitarium in Akola in Maharashtra, following a medical examination that revealed his status as a new coronavirus positive case.

These three incidents don't figure in India’s functionary Covid-19 death count. But they should, as they represent the less talked- about underpart of the contamination story — how internal trauma and agony associated with the epidemic, lockdown and social distancing ruin the internal balance of an existent who prefers death rather than dealing with the extremity. The three cases cited over could just be a tip of the iceberg. “self-murders are a recognised concern as seen from earlier pandemics. These issues continue till today. There are numerous reasons for this, ranging from anxiety and fear around contracting the infection to acute despair due to the loss of livelihood. We must prepare to address the long-term internal health consequences of the termina impact of the epidemic, which include self-murders”, said Dr. Vikram Patel, one of the world’s commanding experts on internal health. Now consider this. A helpline set up by the National Institute of Mental Health and Neurosciences (Nimhans), Bengaluru receives 400-500 calls every day from people seeking support for social and internal health issues. Pratima Murthy, Head of Psychiatry at Nimhans, explained that while the institute was originally beset by calls from people with enquiries about the pandemic, numerous of the queries have now migrated to matters associated with mental health, like lack security, job retention, plutocrat issues, and strained interpersonal connections. “The lockdown has created serious difficulties, especially for people living in uncomfortable circumstances without space, sequestration or enough installations. The other factor is for people with interpersonal difficulties and adaptation difficulties. For people with high suggestive feelings, increased face-to-face contact (due to an extended stay at home) can increase colorful cerebral responses”, Murthy said. Over five weeks of the lockdown brought on by the Covid epidemic have struck people as a sorrowfully long period of isolation. Social distancing seems to be hitting people indeed more than the dread of the deadly contagion. People are getting largely restive and agitated in malignancy of social media connectivity. Cases of domestic violence have further than doubled in the country during this period. What is of concern is that these mental issues continue to this day. Humans have evolved to be social brutes and are wired to live in interactive groups. Being insulated from family, friends and associates can be unbalancing and traumatic for most people and can affect in short or indeed long-term cerebral and physical health problems. An increase in situations of anxiety, aggression, depression, obliviousness and visions are possible cerebral effects of insulation to this day.

Mental conditions may be varied for those with underpinning pre-existing vulnerability and also show up in numerous others without any pre-condition. Particular connections help us manage with stress and if we lose this outlet for letting off steam, it results in a huge emotional void which, for an average person, is delicate to deal with. Just many days of isolation can beget increased situations of anxiety and depression. Add to it the brewing trouble of a dreadful complaint being constantly pounded in through the media and you have a form for numerous tones of internal and physical torture. Another major result of the obligatory stay- at-home and anxiety caused by the epidemic is an increase in domestic violence. In the run-up to the advent of the civil lockdown, the government failed to draft strategies to address possible fallout in several areas. One similar area that went unaddressed was domestic violence. The term domestic violence is used in numerous countries to relate to intimate violence, but it also encompasses child and elder abuse, and abuse by any member of a ménage. Again, the case of migratory labourers is a huge challenge to this day. Only lately, the government has decided to run some
trains to help migratory labourers reach their destination. It's further apparent that the effects of the lockdown are multifarious and persist to this day. The incongruity is that this lockdown has had a positive effect on terrain. With lower energies being used, the air is purer. With artificial backwaters checked, the gutters are cleaner. But to judge this as a perfect fallout would be a panglossian conclusion. Thus, remedies for all being and anticipated cerebral and legal issues must be in place before matters complicate. When governments start putting together plans to respond to heads similar to the pandemic, addressing domestic violence must be prioritised. In India, the government seems to have overlooked the need to formally integrate domestic violence and internal health impacts into the public health preparedness and exigency response plans against any epidemic. We need an aggressive civil crusade to promote mindfulness about domestic violence, and punctuate the colorful modes through which complaints can be filed. Public news channels, radio channels, and social media platforms must be strategically used, analogous to the way in which the government has stationed juggernauts championing for physical distancing. Citizens must be sensitised towards the increased pitfalls of domestic violence, and onlookers and neighbours should be prompted to intermediate if they suspect abuse, using tactics similar as the banging on the door or ringing the bell. They should also be handed the benefit of obscurity if they choose to report a case. When people are unfit to file complaints through dispatches, post, or calls, essential services similar as hospitals, grocery stores, and medical stores must be prompted to help people get necessary support and shoot their dispatches to the authorities if demanded. In France and Spain, apothecaries are being trained to identify people facing abuse through devices asking for ‘mask 19’ is being used as a law for people who cannot speak openly, to indicate that they're being abused and are seeking help. Civil society organisations are critical to furnishing backing. Hundreds of nonprofits are working to enable access to medical backing, legal aid, comforting, 24 × 7 sanctum requirements, and so on. Thus, in its sweats to combat medical issues, the government must allow civil society organisations, counsellors, internal health organisations, and other service providers to come to the aid of people facing domestic violence.

**Conclusion:** Without an iota of doubt, the fear psychosis runs deep. But it must be countered with solidarity and recognizing every problem with equal concern.
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